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Superadiabatic quantum friction suppression in
finite-time thermodynamics
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Optimal performance of thermal machines is reached by suppressing friction. Friction in quantum thermodynamics
results from fast driving schemes that generate nonadiabatic excitations. The far-from-equilibrium dynamics of quantum devices can be tailored by shortcuts to adiabaticity to suppress quantum friction. We experimentally demonstrate
friction-free superadiabatic strokes with a trapped unitary Fermi gas as a working substance and establish the equivalence between the superadiabatic work and its adiabatic value.
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sion of quantum friction in the finite-time thermodynamics of a strongly coupled quantum fluid. In our experiment, we implement frictionfree superadiabatic strokes with a unitary Fermi gas in an anisotropic
time-dependent trap as a working medium.
The unitary regime is reached when the scattering length governing
the short-range interactions in a spin-1/2 ultracold Fermi gas at
resonance greatly surpasses the interparticle spacing (25). This strongly
interacting state of matter is described by a nonrelativistic conformal
field theory (26), with an emergent dynamical symmetry of scale
invariance. The controllability of the external trap potential and interatomic interactions in this system allows for the preparation of welldefined many-body states and the precise engineering of time-dependent
Hamiltonians. This provides unprecedented opportunities for studying
strongly interacting nonequilibrium phenomena (27).

RESULTS

Our experiment probes the nonadiabatic expansion dynamics in an anisotropically trapped unitary quantum gas, a balanced mixture of 6Li
fermions in the lowest two hyperfine states | ↑ 〉 ≡ |F = 1/2, MF = − 1/2〉
and | ↓ 〉 ≡ |F = 1/2, MF = 1/2〉. The experimental setup is similar to that
in the studies of Deng et al. (28, 29), with a new configuration of the
dipole trap consisting of an elliptic beam generated by a cylindrical lens
along the z axis and a nearly ideal Gaussian beam along the x axis (see
the Supplementary Materials). The resulting potential has a cylindrical
symmetry around x axis. This trap facilitates the control of the anisotropy
and geometric frequency. Fermionic atoms are loaded into a cross-dipole
trap used for evaporative cooling. A Feshbach resonance is used to tune
the interactomic interaction to the unitary limit, reached at B = 832G.
The system is initially prepared in a stationary state of a normal fluid,
with wx(0) = 2p × 1200 Hz and wy(0) = wz(0) = 2p × 300 Hz. The initial
energy of Fermi gas at unitarity is E = 0.8(0.1) EF, corresponding to a
temperature T = 0.25(0.02) TF, where EF and TF are the Fermi energy
and temperature of an ideal Fermi gas, respectively.
The emergent scale invariance symmetry at unitarity (30) facilitates
the realization of superadiabatic strokes by the counterdiabatic driving
scheme (31, 32). The work performed in a stroke induced by a modulation of the trap frequency can be described by a probability distribution
(33). The mean work equals the difference between the energy of the
atomic cloud brought out of equilibrium at the end of the stroke and its
initial equilibrium value. Therefore, work performed by the cloud is negative, whereas work performed on it is positive. For a unitary dynamics, the
emergent scaling symmetry at strong coupling (30) dictates the evolution
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The quest for the optimal performance of thermal machines and efficient use of energy resources has motivated the development of finitetime thermodynamics. At the macroscale, thermodynamic cycles are
operated in finite time to enhance the output power, at the expense
of inducing friction and reducing efficiency. Analyzing the trade-off between efficiency and power has guided efforts in design and optimization (1, 2). The advent of unprecedented techniques to experimentally
control and engineer quantum devices at the nanoscale has shifted the
focus to the quantum domain. A quantum engine is an instance of a
thermal machine in which heat (3, 4) and other quantum resources
(5, 6) can be used to produce work. The experimental realization of a
single-atom heat engine (7) and a quantum absorption refrigerator (8)
has been demonstrated using trapped ions. In the quantum domain, the
adiabatic theorem (9) dictates that excitations are formed during fast
driving of the working substance, leading to the emergence of quantum
friction.
Trading efficiency and power remains a predominant strategy in
finite-time quantum thermodynamics, for example, of ground-state
cooling (10–13). In parallel, new efforts have been devoted to completely
suppress friction in finite-time quantum processes.
A systematic way of achieving this goal is provided by shortcuts to
adiabaticity (STA): fast nonadiabatic processes that reproduce adiabatic
dynamics, for example, in the preparation of a target state (14). The use
of STA provides an alternative approach in finite-time thermodynamics
and has motivated proposals for superadiabatic thermal machines,
operating at maximum efficiency and arbitrarily high output power
(15–18). STA engineering is facilitated by counterdiabatic driving
(19, 20), whereby an auxiliary control field speeds up the evolution of
the system through an adiabatic reference trajectory in a prescheduled
amount of time. Experimental demonstrations of counterdiabatic driving have focused on effectively single-particle systems at zero temperature (21–24). Tailoring excitation dynamics is expected to be a daunting
task in complex systems. However, efficient quantum thermal machines
offering scalability require the superadiabatic control of the finite-time
thermodynamics in many-particle systems (17). We report the suppres-
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of the nonadiabatic energy in terms of the atomic cloud density profile.
The density profile can be characterized using the collective coordinate
operators
^ 2x ¼
R
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Their expectation values determine the shape of the atomic cloud
via the scaling factors b2j ðtÞ ¼ 〈R2j ðtÞ〉=〈R2j ð0Þ〉, where, in each axis,
j = x, y, z. Their evolution in time is governed by the coupled equations (34)
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and determines the nonadiabatic mean work
2=3

〈WðtÞ〉 ¼ ðQ* ðtÞ=Gad ðtÞ  1Þ〈Hð0Þ〉

ð4Þ

Quantum friction is evidenced during dynamical processes with
values of Q*(t) > 1. To suppress friction, the counterdiabatic driving
technique (19, 20) can be exploited in combination with dynamical
scaling laws (31, 32) to set Q* = 1. We refer to this superadiabatic control
as local counterdiabatic driving (LCD). To implement it, we first identify a desirable reference trajectory of the trap frequencies wj(t). We next
design an STA protocol with modified frequencies Wj(t) that reproduces
in an arbitrary prescheduled time tf the final state that would correspond
to the adiabatic evolution for wj(t). To this end, we choose a reference
modulation of the trap, specifically
wj ðtÞ ¼ wj ð0Þf1 þ ðbf ; j  1Þ½10t3  15t4 þ 6t5 g

ð5Þ

where t = t/tf and bf,j = wj(tf)/wj(0) are set by the ratio of the initial and
final target trap frequencies. The engineering of an STA by LCD requires the nonadiabatic modulation of the trap frequencies (see the
Supplementary Materials)
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Nonadiabatic factor and the mean work in an
expansion stroke
Figure 1 shows the expansion stroke of the unitary Fermi gas with
bf,x = 1/4 and bf,y = bf,z = 1 in tf = 800 ms. The trap frequencies are
changed from the initial values wx(0) = 2p × 1200 Hz and wy(0) =
wz(0) = 2p × 300 Hz to the target values wx(tf) = 2p × 300 Hz and
wy(tf) = wz(tf) = 2p × 300 Hz in 800 ms. The Fermi gas is initially
confined in an anisotropic harmonic trap with a frequency aspect ratio
of 4. Because of the engineering of frequencies, the size of the cloud gas
is mostly expanded in the x axis, with the changes in the y and z
directions being small (Fig. 1B) during the driving processes. Although
the Fermi gas is anisotropic during the nonadiabatic, LCD, it becomes
isotropic at the final target state, in which both the frequency and cloud
size aspect ratio are close to 1 [see Fig. 1, B (iii) and C (iii)]. The measured
nonadiabatic factor Q*(t) and mean work during the expansion stroke are
shown in Fig. 2. For the reference driving, the Q*(t) of the strongly interacting Fermi gas monotonically increases, witnessing quantum friction
induced by excitations that emerge from the nonadiabatic dynamics.
At time tf = 800 ms, Q*(tf) approaches to 1.17 for the experimental parameters (see brown dots in Fig. 2A). Quantum friction decreases the mean
work of the stroke, k(t) = 〈W(t)〉/Ĥ(0) (see Fig. 2B). By contrast, quantum
friction is greatly suppressed with the LCD scheme. Q*(t) reduces to
1 after completion of the superadiabatic stroke (see blue dots in Fig.
2A), revealing that it is a friction-free process. Using STA by LCD thus
allows reaching Q*(tf) = 1, enhancing the work output. Its maximum
value is reached at tf and is determined by the geometric mean frequency
according to

ð6Þ

〈Wðt f Þ〉LCD

"
#

nðt f Þ 1=3
^ ð0Þ〉
¼
 1 〈H
nð0Þ

ð7Þ

The measured value of the mean work k in the experiment is about −
0.37 in units of 〈Ĥ(0)〉 (see blue dots in Fig. 2B), which is in very good
agreement with the theoretical prediction, (2− 2/3 − 1) = − 0.370. Compared to the case of reference driving process, the mean work in the
LCD process is increased by nearly 42.3%.
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where G = bx(t)by(t)bz(t) is the scaling volume. Under slow driving, the
1=3
adiabatic scaling factor reads bj;ad ðtÞ ¼ wj;0 =ðwj ðtÞGad Þ and Gad (t) =
∏jbj,ad (t).
In characterizing the finite-time thermodynamics of isolated
quantum systems, the ratio of the nonadiabatic and adiabatic mean
energies plays a crucial role and is known as the nonadiabatic factor Q*(t) = 〈Ĥ(t)〉/〈Ĥ(t)〉ad (35, 36). For a unitary anisotropic Fermi
gas, the nonadiabatic factor is given by (see the Supplementary
Materials)

where n(t) = [wx(t)wy(t)wz(t)]1/3 denotes the geometric mean frequency.
The frequencies Wj(t) thus satisfy the desired boundary conditions,
€ j ðt f Þ ¼ 0, while ensuring
Wj(0) = wj(0), Wj(tf) = wj(tf), and w_ j ð0Þ ¼ w
Q*(tf) = 1. Although the LCD dynamics is nonadiabatic at intermediate
stages, quantum friction is thus suppressed upon completion of the
stroke of arbitrary duration tf.
The time-dependent trap frequencies and trap anisotropy in
experiments are precisely controlled according to Eq. 5 for the reference
driving and using Eq. 6 for the LCD. To monitor the evolution along the
process, after a chosen expansion time with the trap turned on, the trap
is completely turned off and the cloud is probed by standard resonant
absorption imaging techniques after a time-of-flight expansion time
ttof = 600 ms. Each data point is obtained from averaging five runs of
measurements with identical parameters. The time-of-flight density
profile along the axial (radial) direction is fitted by a Gaussian function,
from which we obtain the observed cloud size sz,obs(sr,obs). The in situ
cloud size sz (sr) and scaling factors bj during the STA are obtained
from the observed value sz,obs (sr,obs) scaled by a factor evaluated from
the hydrodynamic expansion equation during a time ttof (see the Supplementary Materials).
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Fig. 1. Superadiabatic expansion stroke. The expansion stroke of the unitary Fermi gas for STA of LCD and reference driving case with bf,x = 1/4, keeping bf, y = bf, z = 1 in tf =
800 ms: the atom images of LCD (A), the measured cloud size and cloud aspect ratio (B), and the measured frequencies and frequency aspect ratio (C). Blue and brown dots are the
measured results for LCD and reference driving case, respectively. The red and green lines are theoretical predictions. The black dashed line represents an aspect ratio of 1,
indicating an isotropic trap for Fermi gas. Error bars represent the SD of the statistic.
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Fig. 2. Nonadiabatic factor Q* and the mean work k in an expansion stroke.
Nonadiabatic factor Q* (A) and the mean work (B) in an expansion stroke. Blue and brown
dots denote the measured data for STA of LCD and nonadiabatic reference driving case,
whereas the red and green lines are the corresponding theoretical predictions. k(t) = 〈W(t)〉/
〈Ĥ(0)〉 is the ratio of the mean work and the initial energy. The black dashed line represents
Q* = 1 where there is no quantum friction. Error bars represent the SD of the statistic.

Expansion stroke with the change of geometric
mean frequency
As seen from Eq. 7, in an STA by LCD, quantum friction is suppressed,
and the final mean work depends only on the ratio of geometric mean
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frequency between the initial state and the target state. For processes
satisfying n(tf) = n(0), such as a change of the anisotropy of the cloud,
the mean work vanishes. We verify this prediction experimentally. The
strongly interacting Fermi gas is first prepared in a quantum state with
frequencies of wx(0) = 2p × 1200 Hz and wy(0) = wz(0) = 2p × 300 Hz.
Then, following Eq. 5, the trap frequencies are changed to wx(tf) =
wy(tf) = wz(tf) = 2p × (∏jwj(0))1/3 = 2p × 476.22 Hz, modifying the
aspect ratio of the cloud. The measured nonadiabatic factor Q*(t), mean
work, and cloud expansion images are shown in Fig. 3. It is apparent
that there is no friction Q*(tf) = 1 (see blue dots in Fig. 3A) and that the
mean work vanishes W(tf) = 0 (see blue dots in Fig. 3B) when manipulating the quantum state using STA by LCD. For the nonadiabatic
reference driving, quantum friction is, however, induced and causes
Q*(tf) > 1 (see brown dots in Fig. 3A), signaling energy dispersion in
the final state. The mean work is then increased to a positive value of
1.22 〈Ĥ(0)〉 (see brown dots in Fig. 3B).
Time-averaged deviation of the mean work
A global measure of the nonadiabatic character of a superadiabatic
stroke can be quantified by the time-averaged deviation of the mean
work 〈W(t)〉 from the adiabatic value 〈Wad(t)〉 as a function of the total
time tf
dW ¼

1 tf
∫ dt½〈WðtÞ〉  〈W ad ðtÞ〉
tf 0

ð8Þ

In the experiment, we measure the mean work deviation in both an
STA based on LCD and a nonadiabatic reference protocol for the expansion strokes. The initial and final geometric frequencies are fixed to
4.8 and 1.2, respectively. The trap frequencies are changed from the
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Fig. 3. Superadiabatic quantum friction suppression. Cloud expansion images (A), nonadiabatic factor Q* (B), and mean work (C) of unitary Fermi gas during a change of
the cloud aspect ratio that preserves the geometric mean frequency, n(tf) = n(0). Blue and brown dots represent the measured results for STA of LCD and nonadiabatic driving case,
respectively. Red and green lines denote the corresponding theoretical predictions. Black dashed line denotes for the friction-free Q*(tf) = 1, and brown dashed line represents for
the zero mean work k = 0. Error bars represent the SD of the statistic.

initial frequencies wx = 2p × 1440 Hz and wy = wz = 2p × 300 Hz to wx =
2p × 360 Hz and wy = wz = 2p × 300 Hz in different time tf. For STA by
LCD, the mean work 〈W(tf)〉 matches the adiabatic value and does not
change no matter how short the time tf is. However, the evolution of
〈W(t)〉 along the protocol, for t < tf, reflects the amplitude of the excess
work needed to implement STA at different stages. The measured
results for the time-averaged deviation dW are shown in Fig. 4. The
shorter the time tf, the greater the deviation of mean work dW. The solid
curves are the fits with a power-law 1=t 2f as a function of the duration of
the stroke tf.
DISCUSSION

The experiments presented here demonstrate the suppression of quantum friction and enhancement of the mean work output in superadiabatic strokes with a strongly interacting quantum fluid as a working
medium. The control of the finite-time quantum thermodynamics is
achieved using STA that exploits the emergent scale invariance of a unitary Fermi gas. In combination with cooling and heating steps, superadiabatic strokes can be used to engineer quantum heat engines and
refrigerators (15–18, 37, 38), for example, based on a quantum Otto
cycle, that operate at maximum efficiency with high output and cooling
power.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A laser system of 2.5-W laser output with Raman fiber amplifier and
intracavity frequency doubler was used to realize a large–atom number
Deng et al., Sci. Adv. 2018; 4 : eaar5909
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/4/eaar5909/DC1
section S1. Finite-time thermodynamics of a unitary Fermi gas in a time-dependent anisotropic trap
section S2. Local counterdiabatic control of the finite-time thermodynamics of a unitary Fermi gas
section S3. Experiment methods
section S4. Expansion factor
section S5. Expansion and compression stroke
fig. S1. Experimental setup and procedure.
fig. S2. Determination of the cloud size 〈sz〉 obtained from the Gaussian fit of the density
profile of the unitary Fermi gas for a time-of-flight ttof = 600 ms.
fig. S3. Evolution of the nonadiabatic factor Q*(t) for the expansion and compression strokes.
fig. S4. Mean work k = 〈W(t)〉/〈H(0)〉 for both the expansion stroke and compression stroke.
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged mean work deviation dW in units of 〈H(0)〉 as a function of
tf. Blue and brown dots denote the measured data for STA by LCD and the nonadiabatic reference driving case, whereas the red and green lines are the fits with
a function of 1=tf2 . Error bars represent the SD of the measurement data.

magneto-optical trap (MOT) of 6Li. After the MOT loading and cooling
stage, an optical pumping process was performed, and a balanced mixture of atoms in the two lowest hyperfine states was prepared.
The cold atoms were loaded into an optical dipole trap formed by a
single beam of a fiber laser operating at 1070 nm. A forced evaporation
was first performed to cool atoms to quantum degeneracy in an external
magnetic field at 832 G. Then, the atoms were transferred to a specially
designed optical crossed dipole trap, which consists of two orthogonal
far-off resonance laser beams (see the Supplementary Materials). The
first beam, which is focused by a pair of cylindrical lens, propagated
along the horizontal direction (z axis) and provided the more tight confinement in the x direction. The second beam with a nearly perfect
Gaussian profile, perpendicular to the first beam, propagated along
the vertical beam (x direction). The trap frequency aspect ratio was
controlled by precisely adjusting the power ratio of the two beams.
Parametric resonance in the noninteracting Fermi gas was used to
measure the trap frequencies. The roundness of the optical trap beams
and the axes of the magnetic potential were carefully adjusted and
aligned. The anharmonicity in the trapping potential was corrected
from the trap depth and the energy. The anharmonicity in the experiment was smaller than 2%.
The system of Fermi gas was initially prepared in a stationary state
with a dimensionless temperature T/TF ≈ 0.25, where TF is the Fermi
temperature. Subsequently, two independent acousto-optic modulators,
which are controlled by two 16-bit arbitrary wave generators, precisely
manipulated the trap frequents to follow either the STA of LCD or the
reference driving scheme. An absorption image was taken with the
time-of-flight to get the atomic cloud. The in situ cloud sizes were obtained from the measured value scaled by a factor evaluated from the
hydrodynamic expansion equation (28, 29, 39, 40).
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 for both the expansion and compression
fig. S5. Time evolution of the dimensionless factor k
 ¼ ð〈W exp ðtÞ〉  〈W comp ðtf  tÞ〉Þ=〈Hð0Þ〉1  1.
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